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Accelerating Shift from Physical to Digital

Prehistory: hunter-gatherers
10 000 years ago: agricultural revolution

250 years ago: industrial revolution
60 years ago: computers > digital production

25 years ago: internet > digital communication
8 years ago: bitcoin > digital finance

1 year ago: DAOs > digital law



Intangible assets
make up 47% of all enterprise value

— Global Intangible Financial Tracker 2016 report



Intellectual capital is recognized as
the most important asset of many of the world’s

largest and most powerful companies.

— World Intellectual Property Organization
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Total Cryptocurrency Market Capitalization



Global Financial Statistics

ASSETS
0.1 tr = bitcoins

5 tr = cash
8 tr = gold

70 tr = stock markets
223 tr = financial assets excl. derivatives
775 tr = forex and derivatives contracts
1 quadrillion = Total financial assets

TRANSACTIONS
0.4 tr = bitcoin payments

672 tr = all payments
10 quadrillion = Total financial transactions



We’re rapidly moving into a future 
where almost all assets — over 99% —

are digital.



What CryptoFinance enables:

Integrity.



Economics always wins.



Wealth creation
is the fundamental driver

of individual and social well-being.



How do we build wealth?

1. Greater security of property
2. Lower transaction costs
3. Larger economic networks

Þ Greater division of labor and specialization
Þ Higher productivity
Þ Rising wealth creation and standard of living



1.   Secure Property Rights

Development is very complex. But if you do not 
have an order that tells you who owns what, 
none of the rest works.

— Hernando de Soto

Two-thirds of the world’s population — four 
billion people — are locked out of the capitalist 
system.



Efficient Trade

A mere 0.1% reduction in transaction costs
quadruples a country’s wealth
— taking it from poor to rich.

Low transaction costs are the fundamental 
driver of economic growth.
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Fully 2.5 billion of the world’s adults 
don’t use formal banks or semiformal 
microfinance institutions to save  
or borrow money, our research finds. 
Nearly 2.2 billion of these unserved 
adults live in Africa, Asia, Latin America, 
and the Middle East. Unserved, 
however, does not mean unservable. 

To read the full report, Half the World is Unbanked, visit 
sso.mckinsey.com/unbanked.

Counting the world’s unbanked

Alberto Chaia, Tony Goland, and Robert Schiff

Alberto Chaia is a 
principal in McKinsey’s 
Mexico City  office,  
Tony Goland is a director 
in the Washington, DC, 
office, and Robert  
Schiff is a consultant in 
the New York office.

The microfinance movement, for 
example, has long helped expand 
credit use among the world’s poor—
reaching more than 150 million clients 
in 2008 alone.1 Similarly, we find that 
of the approximately 1.2 billion adults 
in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East 
who use formal or semiformal credit or 

savings products, about 800 million live 
on less than $5 a day. Large unserved 
populations represent opportunities  
for institutions that are able to offer an 
innovative range of high-quality, 
affordable financial products and ser- 
vices. Moreover, with the right financial 
education and support to make good 

choices, lower-income consumers will 
benefit from credit, savings, insurance, 
and payments products that help  
them invest in economic opportunities, 
better manage their money, reduce 
risks, and plan for the future.

Sub-Saharan Africa 
326 million adults

Middle East  
136 million adults

Latin America 
250 million adults

East Asia, 
Southeast Asia
876 million adults

South Asia 
612 million adults

Central Asia & Eastern Europe 
193 million adults

High-income OECD countries
60 million adults
(Members of Organisation for Economic  
Co-operation and Development)

Percentage of total adult population who do not use formal or 
semiformal financial services
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Sub-Saharan Africa

Middle East  

East Asia 

South Asia 

Adults who use formal or semiformal financial services, 
millions of adults

332 283

<$5/day >$5/day

396 45

56 25

4526

Yet serving adults who live 
on less than $5 a day is 
not only possible at scale—
to a large degree, it is 
already happening.

Source: McKinsey research conducted in partnership with the Financial Access Initiative (a consortium of researchers 
at New York University, Harvard, Yale, and Innovations for Poverty Action); we relied on financial usage data from 
Patrick Honohan, “Cross-country variation in household access to financial services,” Journal of Banking & Finance, 
2008, Volume 32, Number 11, pp. 2493–500.

The unbanked are not unservable

1 According to the Microcredit Summit 
Campaign, a leading advocacy group.
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3.   Economic Network Size
=> Global Financial Inclusion



CryptoFinance

Uses cryptographic (encryption) algorithms to:

§ secure property
§ reduce trading costs
§ enlarge economic network size

and thereby:

Þ extends division of labor & specialization
Þ raises productivity of labor
Þ dramatically boosts wealth creation and 

quality of life.



The world’s global distribution platform:
The mobile phone

Cryptographically secure, decentralized
communication and trading systems

— delivered globally via the mobile phone —
become the enabler of

individual freedom and prosperity.



CryptoFinance

will catalyze

the greatest explosion of wealth 
creation the world has ever seen.



The Long Tail of the efficient digital economy

Low Cost
> Big Profits

High Cost
> Small Profits
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Finance 2.0
The Democratization of Finance

The financial system is at the epicenter of a 
fundamental transformation that is radically 

changing geopolitics.

Digitization enables tremendous efficiency gains
and universal financial inclusion

resulting in vastly greater wealth creation
and the elimination of poverty.







Radical Transformation of

Financial systems
Communications systems

Production systems
Governments and Legal systems

Explosion of Wealth creation



How fast is this coming?



nonlinear second-order
positive feedback
=> double exponential

acceleration

Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating Returns



Progress at rate of year 2000:

➤ 25 years in 20th century

➤ 20 000 years in 21st century



Facebook went from startup in 2004
to $100 billion global giant in 7 years

iPhone launched in 2007
and transformed the world in 5 years

Cryptofinance services launching in 2018
will transform finance by 2022



The Future of Cash

The Shift from Physical to Digital



The Hidden Cost of Physical Cash

Developed countries:  1–2% of GDP
Developing countries:  5–7% of GDP

— Reserve Bank of India

Billions of people are un(der)banked — no access to 
formal financial services (savings products, insurance, etc.)

The unbanked lose 15–25% of their savings every year
Why save if the savings will be lost anyway?

=> The un(der)banked stay poor



The Promise of Digital Cash

Central bank digital currency will lead to an increase
in the steady-state level of GDP of almost 3%.

— Bank of England



Physical Cash Digital Cash

Expensive Cheap

Insecure Secure

Local face-to-face only Local and remote transactions

Simple payments only Advanced financial services

Untraceable > crime Traceable > accountability

Digital Cash vs Physical Cash



Central banks shifting to digital systems

The majority of the world’s central banks (over 90)
are now working on a central bank digital currency.

— World Economic Forum



The Money of the Future

Cryptocurrency?



What is Money?



Functions of Money

1. medium of exchange
2. standard of value

3. store of value



Properties of Money

1. fungible
2. durable
3. portable
4. cognizable
5. stable



The Future of Money

§ One dominant global reserve currency
§ Many local niche currencies

All of the above will be cryptocurrencies.



What is a transaction?

A transaction is a legal agreement
>  a contract

Transaction systems are
contracting systems.



Today’s transaction systems can only handle
narrow categories of transactions,

leading to a fragmented, inefficient transaction ecosystem.



The universal contracting platforms of the future

will handle all types of transactions
on a unified, efficient, open global platform.

A universal platform for global commerce.



Invest-
ments

Savings

Credit

Insurance

Payments

Financial Services Pyramid



Standardized Financial Contracts

Major breakthrough

§ 5 fundamental building blocks
§ 32 standard contracts cover all use cases

Dramatic simplification, standardization, risk reduction, 
and efficiency gains across the financial system



The Power of Good Law and Good Finance
Over five centuries, from the 900s to the 1400s, the tiny city-state of Venice
grew to dominate international trade, becoming the richest place on earth.

Why? Because it was a republic run by and for entrepreneurs who 
understood the value of a rational, stable legal-financial system with:
§ rule of law
§ security of property
§ innovations:

o contracting
o financial instruments
o double-entry accounting
o limited liability entities

§ sophisticated markets
§ stable currency
§ economic and political mobility



Who will be the Venice of the future?

Switzerland?



The Democratization of Finance
A new era in human social evolution

Money set free
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